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Blue Horse Paintings
More information about text formats. Original Title. Albena Vatcheva. And I loved the information about Franz Marc, who inspired the book as
well as the expanded biographical information about the author and his art teacher's boldness and braver We've loved Eric Carle 's books and
have read some of them like The Very Hungry Caterpillar so many times that our own board book copies have fallen apart. I really could not
reconcile the "story" aspect with the biographical information in this book. Your name. Get A Copy. Silvana Gabudean Dobre. Hailey E Herrera.
Despite the lack of story, this can be useful in encouraging creativity in art. She learned all the animal names and noises by demanding to know
what the animals in this book were saying. On the first page, you're introduced The Artist Who Painted a Blue Horse The Artist, and then you see
the animals he's been drawing the first being a blue hor …more There is no story here. Readers also enjoyed. Great book for young children. Blue
Horse Paintings. View All Subjects. The author's notes, however, would definitely be considerably more suitable for The Artist Who Painted a
Blue Horse children, as younger children would not only likely have trouble understanding, grasping the presented materials, the information might
also be potentially frightening such as the fact that Franz Marc was killed in WWI, or that during the Nazi era, art and artists not in line with the
authorities were often deemed to be degenerate, and faced much condemnation, danger, even imprisonment and execution. The idea that just
because something is usually done in one way, doesn't mean it is wrong to do it another way is an important theme. Videos Use these videos as the
starting point for learning in your classroom! Edward Benjamin Herberte. It just seemed to me a story about a boy who liked to paint animals.
Walker Memorial Fund. Books by Eric Carle. Want to Read Currently Reading Read. I have always loved Eric Carle's artwork, and the
illustrations are indeed lovely, evocative, exuberant, pure Eric Carle magic. Apr 19, TrinaLynn rated it it was amazing. About Eric Carle. For
example, he paints a blue horse and a red crocodile. The Artist Who Painted a Blue Horse Apparel. He is famous for the Blue Horse painting
painted in His name is Franz Marc, born in Germany in Download our today! All the illustrations are done as an homage to the artist Franz Marc,
who inspired Eric Carle. Marion Rose. Read it in Spanish and me and The Artist Who Painted a Blue Horse roomies loved it! Franz Marc. And
just like an imaginative child, this is one artist who paints the world as he sees it-a red crocodile, an orange elephant, a purple fox, a black polar
bear and a wonderful polka-dotted donkey. Rating details. It's a deceptively simple book, but the information in the back about the artist Franz
Marc and Eric Carle's early art training make it amazing. Dec 01, Katie Fitzgerald rated it it was amazing Shelves: format-picture-booksstory-time
Eric Carle born June 25, is a children's book author and illustrator, most famous for his book The Very Hungry Caterpillar, which has been
translated into over 30 languages. Apr 27, Heidi rated it it was amazing Shelves: picture-bookschildren-humordiversityread-to-me-picture-book-
challe. Then, on top of the hom Fairly typical Carle - vibrant colors, artwork that young The Artist Who Painted a Blue Horse love to look at,
simple narrative. I thought going into it that it was a biography of Carle, then I thought maybe it was supposed to be a biography of Franz Marc
whose art inspired Carle after I The Artist Who Painted a Blue Horse the biographical info at the back. Eric Carle the author also shares This
book is a historical fiction picture book about an artist who painted different colored animals. This is nothing new, but would work well in a
storytime about colors or animals. The donkey was our favorite. Dec 14, David rated it liked it Shelves: read-aloudpicturebooks. No deberia
Goodreads juntar los comentarios del mismo libro en ingles para ahorrarnos tiempo? This was an experience that changed my life and had a deep
impact on me. Dec 14, Carolynne rated it liked it Shelves: picture-books. She has asked me to tell her about Franz Marc over and over again and
how he died during the war with a sketchbook in his pocket. Share it here! Nov 01, Leslie Putnam rated it really liked it Shelves: favorites. To see
what your friends thought of this book, please sign up. Gustavo von Bischoffshausen En este caso la traduccion no importa tanto sinola
reproduccion pictorica. Walker Memorial Fund, At the end of the book there is an excerpt that talks about this artist. At the end of the book there
is a brief biography of painter Franz Marc. InMarc was a founding member of Der Blaue Reiter The Blue Riderand was the center of a circle of
German and Russian expatriate artists with August MackeWassily Kandinsky and several others whose works were seminal to the development of
German Expressionism. Shelves: biographyreviewednon-fictionchildrenszfictionreadbooks-male-author-or-illustpicture-booksartzz-4star. All
About Me Mini-Unit. New York: Oxford University Press, ed. The illustrations were great and classic Carle, though; I think my favorite was the
green lion :- I guess I would give the story itself is probably be best suited to younger children. Then, on top of the homage facade, there's the
claim on the cover flap that the book might just "give all children confidence in their own creativity" because they can feel free to make crocodiles,
polar bears, donkeys and such any ol' color they want. I realize the two are rather interrelated as Marc influenced Carle, but I just found the story
itself very lackluster and it did not, to me, show any sort of storytelling magic or biographical usefulness.
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